for every a, b, c, d E H, where x/y is the induced hypercomposition (division) in H, that It can be proved that a join hypergroup having a scalar neutral element, i.e. an element e such that xe = ex = x for every x E H, is a Canonical Hypergroup [7 , 1, 2] . The canonical hypergroup was introduced by M. Krasner as the additive part of a multiplicative-hyperadditive structure, the Hyperfield [3, 5J which was used as the proper algebraic tool in order to define a certain approximation of a complete valued field by sequences of such fileds. The canonical hypergroup has been studied in depth by J. Mittas (who has also named it canonical [12, 13] ).
Apart from its strong connection to Geometry, there appeared an equally direct conection with the join hypergroup to the Theory of Languages [10, 9, 11] . Indeed the consideration in this theory of the "sums" x + y resulting in the biset {x, y} led to the introduction of the hypercomposition x +y = {x, y} in the set of the words A* over an alphabet A as for which A* has been proved to be a join hypergroup (B-hypergroup) [10, 9] . Moreover the necessity of the introduction of the "null word" in the theory of langages, an element bilaterally absorbing as for the multiplication (concatenation of the words), (i.e. Ox = r0 = 0) has led to the introduction of a non scalar neutral element in the join hypergroup (since 0 + x = {0, x } with regard to which every element has a unique opposite. Thus the Fortified Join Hypergroup came into being. This hypergroup also appears in the attached to an automaton hypergroups and during the procedure of the minimization of a given automaton [10, 9] . Also --0 = 0.
For the sake of simplicity and when there is no danger of confusion we write the element x instead of the singleton {x}. So we write 0 + 0 = 0, instead of 0 + 0 = {0}. We also denote by ":" the induced hypercomposition in H. For every x E H the following inclusion hold3 : 0 + x C {o, x}.
Proof.
It is obvious for x = 0. Let x ~ 0 and y E 0 + x. First we remark that in a proper FJH there can possibly exist an element x E H B ~0} such that 0 E 0 + x, as it can be seen in the examples. So let y E 0 + x and y ~ 0. Then, on the one hand x E y : 0 and on the orther x E 0 (-x), since 0 E x -x. Hence (y : 0) n [0 : (-x)~ ~ 0, from which, according to the join axiom, (y -x) n (0 + 0) ~ 0, that is 0 E y -x, thus, y = x. Therefore if 0 ~ 0 + x, then 0 + x = x and if this last equality holds for every x E H, then 0 is a scalar element of H and the FJH is canonical [1, 2, 7] . So there exist x E H, such that 0 E 0 + x and therefore x + 0 = {x, 0}. Also z ~ x, which implies 0 ~ z -x and so y E z -x, in which case 0 + y C (0 + z) -x or equivalently {o, y} C x --x, that is 0 E z -x, from where z = x, which is absurd. Hence x + y C A U {0}.
ii) I f x E C ' {0}, , then iii) 1 f x, y E C, with y ~ --x, then x + y C C. iv) If C, and if .r t y = (x + y) n C, then (C, t) is a canonical hypergroup.
Proof. ii) According to Proposition 2.1 (ii) x E x + t, for every t E A U {o}. So t E x : x and therefore A U t0} ~ x : x. Also, because of (i) holds s ~ x : z for every s E C B {0}, since s = x + s. Therefore x : x = A U {0}. . As it is know [12, 13] If z E x + y then x E z : y and y E z : x. Also x ~ 0 : (-x) and y ~ 0 : (-y). So If z E x + y then y E z -x, for every x, y E C.
As it is know [12, 13] Proof.
It is obvious for x = 0 (or y = 0). Let x, y ~ 0 and z E x + y. Then, because of the partial reversibility, it will be for instance, y E z -x from where y -y C x + (-x -y). So it is 0 E z + (-x -y), and since y ~ -x, then 0 ~ -x -y and therefore -z E -x -y. Thus -(x + y) ~ -x -y. Now if z E -x -y, then, because again of the partial reversibility, it will be for instance -y E z + x, and following the same steps as above it derives that z E -(x + y) and so -(x + y) = -a--y.
Conversely now, this property, for y ~ -x, gives the partial reversibility.
Indeed, for z E x + y we get -z E -(x + y) = -x = y and so z -z C (z -x) -y = ( z -y ) -x . T h u s 0 ~ ( z -x ) -y a n d 0 ~ ( z -y ) -x . So for z ~ x or z ~ y it will be
respectively. Yet The proof, which is achieved by the verification of the axioms, is quite complicated and it can be found in [10] . Proof.
Let x E C. Since all the a-elements belong to x -x [Prop. 2.2 (ii)] and since -A = A [Prop. 2.1 (i)] we have A C x -x, which implies that -A C x -x and so A C -(x -x). Next let z be a c-element such that z E x -x. Then (Corol. 2.2) x E z ~ x, so x-x C ~+(.r-.r), thus 0 E z+(x-x), hence -z E x-x and therefore z E -(x-x). So C --(x-x). Furthermore x-x C -(x--x) implies that -(x-x) C -(-(x-x)j = x-x and so the Proposition. If one of the x, y is a c-element, different than 0, then
Proof.
x : y --. {z ~ x E z+y} which, due to the partial reversibility and the supposition, is equal to {z z E x -y~ that is to x -y. Similarly ( -y) : : (-x) = x -y. If w E (x1-xi)+..,+(xn-x"), then -w E (xl-xx)+...+(xn-xn), for every xl, x2, ... , xn ~ X.
This Lemma will be proved by induction. So, for n = 1, w E x1 -x1 implies that Apparently 0 E H(X) and because of the Lemma, -x E 03A9(X) for every x E S~(X ). next for every x E O(X) : ACKNOWLEDGEMENT : 'Ve wish to extend our sincere thanks to the editors of "Annales Mathematiques Blaise Pascal", and to the anonymous referee of our paper, for their cooperation and polite attitude.
